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Travel Agent Commission Management Platform

Yesterday: 
Flying in the Fog  

Agents have to spend time manually
chasing commission data.
Accounting has to manually pull and
compare reports to calculate agents’
commissions. Since agents can't
easily see their targets and
commissions, they're unsure if
they're on track and might feel
disappointed if their commissions fall
short of expectations.

Today: 
Clear Path to Revenue & Commissions
 
Give your agents visibility into their
commission and sales goals, so they
can create a plan on how to hit their
numbers. Equip your Managers with
the tools to help your team surpass
those numbers. 

Your travel agents and managers can
use the time they save to provide better
service for more clients, which leads to
more revenue.

Cut Down On Mundane Tasks

Empower your agents with a self-serve portal to view and monitor their sales activities, targets, and commission statements.
With 24/7 access, eliminate wasted time on smashing up spreadsheets or chasing information across multiple reports. Give
your Managers a 360 degree view into their team’s performance.

Save Time By Utilizing A Commission Management Platform Built for Travel Agencies

Make It Easier for Travel Agents to Find What They Need

Eliminate the need to purchase extra back office licenses. Instead, provide agents with an easier to use interface that
improves accuracy and prevents information from being overlooked. Provide vast search capabilities and ability to see all
activity, paid and unpaid, also the ability to apply for unclaimed commissions.

Empower agents to work remotely, at branches, or in the office - agents can submit bookings through the internet 
Give independent travel agents a better interface without exposing sensitive back office information
Get insights for your management team in a unified report on in-house and independent agent performance - beneficial
for both retail and pure-host agencies

Support Independent and In-house Travel Agents

Contact Sales@GraspTech.com to see the solution in action. 

https://grasptech.com/

